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HOLLAND CASE- SOLONS ARE
Wilftothe Up Today in the

NELSON SUCCESSI4ULY
PEOPLE HAVE STREET CLEANING
SCRAMBLING
DEFENDS CHAMPIONSHIP
TO PAY $1.00 Report

Was Submitted But

FOR PLACES ON THE STATE

Marshall Circuit Court

No Action Taken.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nearch
was able to land a
lenockout tonight in the dightwieght
battle between Battling Nelson, he
champion, and Terry McGovern,
former champion. The battle went
the full six rounds and was fast from
the start. In the third Nelson had
McGovern all but out.
Although there was to be no .decision, the -laws of Philadelphia not
permitting it, the referee unofficially
decided that Nelson won on points in
order to settle bets. Nelson wets
Terry's master at all stages and ;t
was evident that he could not have
lasted much longer.

••-•
—
Not in the history of the prixe ring JUDC7
has the receipts for a six-round fight
SPECIAL LEVY IS CONSTIequalled the sum received for to, BOTH SIDES ANNOUNCED..
AS PRESIDENT NOHLE
TUTIONAL.
The Close of Legislative Session
nights fight. President Edwards, of
READY FOR TRIAL.
the club, estimated that $2o,000 had
WAS OUT OF THE -CITY.
Finds Much Political Gossip
been realizedk and probably more.
•
Compels
Ail seats were sold. 'A few in the His Decision
Marshall
As to Future.
. .
Judge Bradburn, of Bo3g
hands of scalpers commanded $20
Board of Works in Regular Session
County Male Residents Pay
each. Six seats brought $300, being
is the Special j.
and Meet Again This Afterbought in 'the third row by John W.
$t For County Road PurFrankfort, Ky., March 13.—The
Gates the tiroker.
owe Letislature has brought forth
noon,.
poses.
The fighters got 75 per cent. of
about a dozes candidates for state
SPECIAL VIrefIRE OF
the
receipts,
of
which
gets
Nelson
offices, of which the most interesting
as per cent and Terry 30 per cent.
HUNDRED FIFTY MEN. is the pressure being brought AO bear
"Jack" McGuigan, of the National
Judge W. M. Reed, of the circuit MA.KE TEST CASE BY
on R. W. hailer to run for eievernor
V1-4110
club, octet as referee.
court, yesterday announced that he
on an anti-administration slate.
GRAVELING HAMPTON AVE.
bad at Berfton decided the injunction
The Walter Holland killing case
It has been rumored for several
suit of John C. Garner against David
oil go to'. trial at Benton today as days that Me. Miller was being
Reeves in favor of the defendant.
yesterday the prosecution and de- groomed for the place, and today he
The creation of a street cleaning
He
disposed o fthe litigation before
Ii nse both announced ready for the admitted that he had received flatterdepartment
by the city govermnent
adjourning
his court at Benton Tuesrvoring that will be entered into ing offers of support if he would
was again before the board of public
day.
This
means
the
people
of Marjust as soon as the eery is pro-' melee the race, but that be had not
shall county will have to pay $t es- works yesterday afteenoon daring
cured. This decisiOn.wa 'reached at by any means decided to do so: nor
cry year towards the county road their regular welair*P‘I>tit
Benton when, Judge tlitadburn, of had be relinquished his desire to run
fund,
or work the toads themselves, the question was iitid-VSVer 'Instil
The work of today ,and tomorrow tickets to others' and i ntkat snansier
opened court as the for congress is the Eighth district.
howling Get
today when an adjourned session will
or
furnish
a substitute.
special judge and announced he "Of course," be said, "10 man in will doubtless decide whether or not held build up the prospective success
be conducted by than betdy to"Whiel
o as ready foe the litioatios. The public life would decline such a nom- the spring Chautauqua is to be given of the gathering.
hi 44arbliall county every male in- up
considerable business pending.
here, like is desired by all of the
Chautauqua* are the most &event- hab....sa of the
regular jury which has been trying ination if it were tendered him."
age of twenty-one Only ewo members, •Meisars. James
citizens and Mr. James Shaw, thz. ing, morally and intellectually of any 'years, ;s as,,e
cases at Benton the past ten days
ssed $1 whic'n goes into L. Wilhelm and John G. Rincliff,
Several other members of the two Bloomington, Ill., man who came gatherings held in the country, the
oas then offered for the Holland
the
fund,
out
oi which is maintained were present yesterday, while PrsiSenator here to work up the affair which is idea of 14.,Shaw has followed the
•case, but the defense objected to all houses seek state offices.
the county roads. Mk. Garner and 'tint Ed P. Noble returned last night
govserved
as
liickknan,
George
who
like
promoting
those that have beep conducted
business in this line for others
oi them, and they were rejected, as
cliam this spc j
- ai levy is un- from Chicago, and will be present
*he accused did not desire to try his ernor three days. will probably be a so Oaccessfully by hhim over *se years, being to have celebrated, men, constitutional, and
that
the law pro- for this afternoon's gathering.
governor.
lieutenant
candidate
for
such
country.
as VOiiiilits Jennings Bryan,
Yesterday at the confercharge before a jury that had been
be included
The question came, up yesterday
J. S. Morris and Mr. MeLean, of ence with him by citizens of the com- great statesmen and able lecturers to vides this road tax
empaneled and worked ten days usatt&- munity a committee of Messrs. John come here and deliver addresses that' with the regular county tax fixed when there was submitted a report
for
spoken
are
House,
of
the
der the regular circuit court Judge'
from Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott.
more S. Blecher, Charles Thompson, Harry will be interspersed with different by the fiscal court.
W. M. Reed, who is helping prose- ney general. No one has done
intelligent ant) painstaking work On Meyers and Chartes Weille,.was se- social and entertaining features. The
This law about the special tax is who was dieected by the boOrd a
cute Holland, and who has to vacate
revenue and Taxation bill dean lected to take charge 'and see what gatherings generally hold ten days, that if
the
the party does not pay the week or two ago to get up inforthe bench and let a special judge try
Morris and McLean, and one of thole could be done. This executive body and if things succeed, here it will be $1
mation and data for use of the board
exacted,
the killing matte+.
the sheriff shall levy upought certainly have ,been the chair- chotie eight-sub-committees of two given sometime during Jane at Walin
arriving at the conclusion as to
on his goods and sell them. In orAll the regular panel being sworn
man of the committee. They are re- members each, the combined selec- lace patio
de rto bring the matter to a test Mr. wheter the departnaent shall be,otteoff, the judge issued a special venire
garded as two of the finest constitu- tions to visit the business men today
With several hundred season ticket Garner
for to men, who are to appear St
refused to pay the $1 and ated and conducted by the munipcialtional lawyers in the state, and their and see what can be done towards members working for the success of
David Reeves, was then sheriff, this ity, or whether the city will continue
Benton this morning, when work of friends are urging them to run for
holding the gathering. This even- the affair there is no doubt but what being
making up the jury from amongst the place.
his last year, levied on Gar- doing like at present, firnia.h all the
•
ing
another session will be held with it will prove everything expected. Mr. ner's
cleaning apparatus, and let the conthem will be entered irito and comgoods,
and advertised them for
Representative Henry C. Stiller is MO. Shaw and it seen what success Shaw explained yesterday that after
tract
to private parties who supply
pleted as quickly as possible.
being urged for superintendent of has been attained.
the first year they generally have to ieele, in order he could make the Use teams to pull the outfit,
and tbe
'dollar,
As it took the sheriff and his public instruction.
Garner
titan got an injuncAr. Sheilman,
It will take something like gt,800 place tents upon the grounds to
drivers, together
with those *Ito
tion
against
deputies all of yesterday afternoon who has been designated by his to
Reeves,
the
judge
issugive the chautaqua, at least this house the thousands of outside peoUg several weeks since, a temporary come along behind the sweopeelliiinel
and late into last night to summon friends "the watch dog of the treas- is
the amount the committee wants ple attending, the success attained is
scrape up into the carts the dirt that
these to men, Judge Bradburn ad- ury," and is chairman of the com- to
He sees no restraining order to prevent the sale,
see pledged in some manner before of such magnitude.
7
4
;
;;Siglit
a;
hr
journed court yesterday morning un- mittee on appropriations, has been they &finitely decide to give the reason w4y'this city shoult not have this temporary order holding good is hauled away. _;fshmer.,
til this morning, and then came to put forward for state treasurer, but event. In going about this they successful events of this character, rntil the court eoeld bete Vitt" this city where he spent the night his record as chairman of the com- want to arrange for haw season and is lending his every effort in the plication for a permanent injunction. and included much detailed eillith.
He goes back at 7 o'clock this morn- mittee will melee against him rather tickets to others and in that manner premises. He is rentimerated upon a The judge took up the latter feature that will be O irotigtlyoloots over today and posidlly somenOcisIon Mit
ing and the lawyers then commence than for him His opponents charge These season tickets
ten percentage ,is for his services, that of the case and Tuesday Tendered his
have
drawing their jurors. It is believed that he attempted to throttle some coupons, good one for each of the,consist of making an arrangements decision, whicch is that the male in- rived at.
The streets and gutters of Rowit will take until sometime tomor- of the most important appropriation ten days the chautauqua will con- 4 complete foe appearance here of the habitant, of that cotfttty shall pay
iandtown are quite dirty, and need
Vow to finish making up the jury as bills, and succeeded in killing the tinue. Although the season tickets different national
characters and the $t which he claims is COTtatitutional. and the full provisions for same cleaning, which Street Inspector AlAte two sides will reject everybody Jamestown Exposition bill, which go at this reduced figure, still the other pronsinent personages.
knowing anything of the case, and nearly every member of the house, general single admission is twentyCluottauquas over the country have is made, in the statutes which pre- moo Elliott was ordered to do.
The people residing along Farley
also those being disqualified other- and nearly every Kentuckian, is in five cents.
rebounded Veil* to the moral, com- scr;bes that this assessment can be
street
in Meehanicsbatg
favor of.
wise.
Today these kommittees selected mercial and financial welfare of the made and payment compelled, if the of
putting
ganito.i.:1- Wateittentsdew':
the
for
slated
lite de *
Harbeson
is
Senator
respective
cities, and it should' be parties do not work the roads themJudge%Ames B: Garnett, of Cadiz,
will canvass thoroughly all parts of
on both sides of that street, and sato
arrived here yesterday afternoon to new circuit judgeship in Kenton the city and see what can be done encouraged as much as possible by selves, or furnish a substitute to do
their request before the board. At
assist Colonel John K. Hendrick de- county, and M. M. Redwine was un- towards securing chautauqua mem- all Paducaluns as it goes a long ways so.
/sir. Reeves went out of office as no sidewalks have ever been built
fend Holland, and they all go esat to til a few days ago slated for the new bers who are made such by taking tov;ards,hel,ping build up a town and
judgeship in the Thirty-second Judi- one of the season tickets, or as many place the city conspicuously before sheriff the first of this year, but has along that thoroughfare, it ,was orBenton this morning.
to wind up all the unfinished busi- dered that the abutting propetto
Yesterday after
Judge Bradburn cial district. but a rumor which be- as they desire. They can re-sell the the entire world.
says
prevalent
today
that
he
come
ness strated during his tenure. He owners make their wishes to the
adjourned over to today in order to
says
gore the sheriff time to summon has been sidetracked and that one
that ne will give Garner until board of works, with a petition signwiped out franchises belonging to the
ed by the requisite number of parties
appointment
D.
B.
condition
of
the
of
the special venire he and Messrs.
Union Traction company valued at next week to pay the $1, and of it owning property on each side of the
Control
is
not
Hendrick and Reed came back to Redwine on the Board of
done,
sell
the property, that
anywhere flout $60.00cosoo to $85,0000
relinquish
As no walks have
this city, while Hon. Samuel Cross- was that Of. Ml. Redwine
is if Garner and the others do not thoroughfare.
"co.
circuit judgeship.
the
claims
his
to
land remained at Benton, the latter
carrry the matter to the appellate been built heretofore this geanitaid
would be an original improvement,
and that Dr. Redwine resign as suphelping prosecute.
yclaim they will therefore,
CHICAGO
TRACTION CHICAGO ItIOHEALLSTO SOAR court, where the
erintendent of the Lexington asylum. OF
has to be .petitioned for by
take it.
The poesenger.train coming from
How true this rumor is can not, be
the
.property
holders. The state legsTociik PRLLOWS COURTS
Murray yesterday:oat-noon brpuoht
learned, but it sounds plausible, as
islature.that
adjourned Tuesday
about teo people from that city to
DIOOLOION.
the Redwine influence could be sepassed at law letting second class
Saloon Keepers Expect to Shift Burattend the trial, either. as witnesses
cured through the appointment of D.
cities order street improvements in
Or spectators. The grentest• of inden of High License to Patrotts.
R. Redwine, and this would give two
just whatever manner they deem adterest is being manifested, and the other fat vacancies to be filled' by
visable, but this law does not beSmall Holders Make General Rush
00•0•=40.00
lawy.
-14 seem to thiels it will be the appointment of the governor.
ceme operative for some weeks yet
midddle or last of next week before
been
to Unload—Wrath.Among
Senator J. Embry Allen has
Chico*, 14., March
i4.—The OFFICERS
Glauber, of
HURLEY AND SM. Liveryman James
the jdry brings in uoreport no:weer mentioned as a possible appointee
saloon skeeper;lteve :declared they
Third and Washington street. .110
the Brokers.
SOO Witnesses are to be examined, for adjutant general, made vicant by
were not,shorliof their power when
GERY RUN INTO SMALL
been letting vehicles be driven acroSS
.
and it will take several-days:or com- Percy Hely being appointed on the
their,.
se filwas. iocreased. They
thc concrete sidewalk leading into
ARSENAL
plete the argumerds, which ,will be board of coptrol.
LASTNiGHT,
think t
quic 644
1;et
Ore way of
beside his stable. He has been dothe greatest, ever held in this end
Chicago, March 14.—Prices of the convincing .vo s they are 'not powWhile 'there are several members
ing this, despite the Net no driveof the state, as the legal array linel of the legislature that have been Chicago traction stocks suffered se- erless i te increase the cost of all
.
up on both .sides include the most urged to run for congress, notably verely today on to-oh the New York drinks.
Officers Hurley and Siiegery broke way leads from the back Went
brilliant and eminent lawyers of the Senator Ben Johnson, who is assured and'Chicago stock exchange. In
At a se et meeting of the Liquor up a little crowd that was raisig some acioss the sidewalk to private preps
city. To get over the, pavement
ceituttri-o.
ekes'.
the nominationoiothe Fourth dis- -tte-vr rorkothe-OettO of Union Tracyes- disorder-lest evening -out at the
eteteive
----The several hundred visitors at trict, Senator Jack Chinn is a prob- tion common stock broke almost in terday the tollokeing rules practically Union ,rkpot. Cleveland. Weakley, curb he has placed platIleltOrtn the
Benton'are being cared for at private able candidate in the Eight% district, half, dlropping from t14 to 714. were adopt* Whisky 15 cents a white, was -locked up on the charge gutter. so as to graduate the disthomes, on account of their being no beit inasmuch as his vote will be The preferred stock which closed last drink, abolidon of the to-cent drink of disorderly conduct, while Brady ance up form the street it, the top of
hotel for their accronmodation Once needed to elect Gov. Beckham to the night at 46, declaimed to 30. West in the outlying districts, all mixed Murdock, white, was locked up on curb, and thereby prevent the lat-the Stillley House burned several senate two years hence he may be Chicago showed a decline of fifteen drinks ts clots - straight, abolition of the charge of carrying concealed ter front being crushed or brokers
price (this weapons, a pair of brass lanucks, and like would occur without the plank3.
weeks ago. It was the only regular prevailed upon to retain his seat in points from a close of 55 last night, the ts*O-for-a-qilarter
cock- a sharp razor being found on his There being no driveway for use of
to
1PP1les
gin
the senate.
highballs,
fizets,
hostelry there.
and North Chicago seas down twenabolition penman. Harry Sanford, colored, was the pavement here, and it being
The tip that Dave Smith will be ty-three points. There were no sales tails, julep., whisky
HIGHER LICENSE FOR OHIO an anti-administration candidate rot of the stock of the Chicago City of the free:tench counter, one pretzel incarcerated on the same charge, that agiinst the city ordittanees to drive
governor is not seriously regarded Railway company yesterday, and the with one glass of beer, three pretzels of carrying concealed weapons, a big where no driveway exists, the street
by the delegation from the Fourth last quotation prior to the opening with two glasses, abolition of the revolver being found on his person. inspector was directed lay the board of
More Passes Bill Making Saloon district, but a ne* tip is out today
works to see the city soncitot and
of the stock exchanges today was schooner, o glare to hold more than
ascertain if this act of Liverytiseo
that Judge S. W. Hager will b.- side- attributed to the rush of small hold- six ouncest. growlers to be filled at
Tax S0000 Instea4 of $350.
tracked in favor of 011ie James. It ers, who desired to get rid of their the rate of to cents a pint instead 01
Glauber's is a violation of the kage.
Child Located.
5; an ironeclad rule preventing baris known that James could have been stocks at almost any price.
then if it is and the liveryman illses
Oolwith us, Co, Sinrch 14—The the administration candidate for sentenders kern treating.
Yesterday Detective Moore located not discontinue the practice get emuhouse thie evening by a vote of 66 to ator, but believing that Blackburn
"Oh, we'll show 'ens," said one in St. Louis, Clothilde,Melean, a five rants for him and prosecute.
A wrong interpretation placed on
.46 pae.sed the Aikin bill increas- had the race cinched be cieclineO to the first reports of the supreme court saloon proprietor. "It won't be year
Street Inspector Alonzo EllUote inold colored child being sought
ing the
Dow
tax' e,tenipeSsed run. It is now argued that judge decision aroused much wrath among necessary for us to go out and solicit by Minnie Clark, of Milan, Tenn. It formed the board of •works that he
-capon saloons
from
$35o
to Paynter could deliver all the votes local brokers today. Several prom- votes to down the aldermen who eeenras Rosena Wilson, geandenother had picked Hampton avenue frorn
Bioko. A spirite3 contest was waged of hls district that Judge Hager inent brokerage houses were thrown voted against us. Jerst wait until the of the child, died here some weeks the
Cairo road to
North Twelfth
by the opponents of the Measure and could, and that a strong man from completely on the wrong track by the new schedule goes into effect and ago on .Oackson, between Seventh and
street ' as the thoroughfare to be.
It received only five votes more than Western Kentucky is needed as the first reports which declared that the there will be plenty of howling."
PALMA streets. The ehild lived with graded and graveled, anst then the'
a •constittitional Majority.
decision was in favor of the comcandidate for governor:
the grandmother, and on death of the abotting property owners made to.
The passage of the bill is attribMlessre. Southall and Arnett today panies. The amount of money inClal101ine Advanced.
latter, Dixie Wilson, colored, took Pa* for the work.
This is to IS*
uted, largely to the recent riots in sectwed petitions from every Re- volved was not great, but from the .Cleveland, 0.; Morch
to.—The the little one to St. Louis to live.
and
,then
people own
if
ebbe
The
Springfield, which resulted in a peti- publican and Democratic senator and flood. of angry and perplexed mes- Standard Oil company today ad- l'sdinple Clark, sister of the dead
tion being sent to the legislature by representative .ificloYeing Henry Law- sages which were rained on Chicago vancethe prices of gasoline half grandmother, wants the child, but,/intsperty abutting the new street-45'
sin payment of the cost the matter
the people of that city urging that rence forretant genersf-to succeed broker's today, it was evident thatto cent
r gallon. Deorderrized stove being unable to locate it, wired ae- can be
gotten into the courts. and
the Do* tax be increased toOttocio Percy Ha . The petitions 'were great many people hid been sadly gasonfte ,
cents
uoted $1. 12
IS now
tective Moore from Milan,`and
tested
legally:
Hampton avenue lies
on the belief thae the MietelEr tat handed to Gee. eckhario and Mr. uernleted by the detision. • It is esgAlon; 74 to 76 dediees gasoline. slueth yesterday found the /chilo in
would eradicite many small dives. Lawrence's appointment is practically timated by local financiers that the 14% cents, and varnislimakers and St. Louis, and notified the tlark in Worten's North Stele addition'to
The hill goes to the senate.
decision of the supreme court has painters' naptha all -half a cent.
assured.
woman to that effect.,
(Continued on Page Elgitt.),
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HEARST'S PAPERS

'Berlin, March 14.-Jewish massaPassed Censor.
This circular emanated from the
cres in Russia exceeding in horror
The Jacksonville team will report
all previous slaughters of the kind printing office of the Russian official
about April 9.
the
officially
was
and
staff
by
passed
Friendship Between Two Presidential threaten at any hour to convulse
censor. Dr. Nathan closed his adafresh. This
was the dress with a passionate appeal to the
humanity
Aspirants Reported to be
Frank Wallace, of Newton, who
declaration which Dr. Paul Nathan, Jewish money powers of .the world use dto pitch for the Effingham baseBroken.
Vice-President of the Central Jewish to refuse the fresh loans which Rus- ball club, has signed to pitch for
the Vincennes team in the K. I. T.
Benevolent Association of Germany, sia is seeking.
"The chief purpose of the Douma," league. Frank is a left-hander, and
the
annual
of
meeting
'the
at
made
Chicago, March 14.-A break with
he said. "is to hoodwink the people a pretty good one, but he will hardly
a surprising sequence, it was learned, society in Berlin.
of foreign countries into believing be able to stand the pace in the Kithas occurredl in the former dose
Dr. Nathan has just returned from that a popular form of government ty.-Eftiingham Record.
friendship between William Jennings an extensive trip through Russia is to be established, so that the monBryan, twice Democratic nominee
to establish local com- ey supply from abroad may be unThe line-up of the Mattoon Hypens
- for president, and William Randolph where he went
checked. Every banker in the world to date is as follows.
$5oo,of
distribution
the
for
mittees
Nearat, energetic seeker of the nomiwhether Christian or Jew, who sancCatchers, Al Sehissell, Indianapolis,
000 raised by the Jews of America tions loans to Russia, will be an acnation.
"Nig" Langdon, Charleston;
and
and
Europe.
As a result; the name of Mr. Bryan
complice in a carnival of mnrder,
Clyde Holmes, Hillsboro,
pitchers,
still regarded by thousands as the
Witte.
Saw
robbery and outrage and the perpetuC. Diehl, Frankfort, Ind.;
W.
Ind.;
Democratic leader, has been barred,
His interviews with Prettier Witte ation of the rule of the knout and
it is said, by Mr. Hearst, who aspires and M. Durnovo, Minister of the saber, which contiane3 to be substi- Charles Nielcis, Indianapolis; first
to be the leader, from appearance in Interior, left him utterly hopeless for tuted for taw. Russia's borrowing base and catcher, Manager Berryhill;
Armstrong, Terre
any of his newspapers.
the future of the Jewish problem in capacity needs to be arrested, not shortstop, R. E.
Winfield
outfielders,
Ind.;
Haute,
caused
has
This state of affairs
Russia which, he is convinced, the .only for humanitarian but for busithe numerous government desires to solve only ness reasons, for she is already Pickering, Olney, Ill.; "Pete" Vance,
resentment enticing
Crawfordsville, lad.; third base,
Democrats who admire Mr. Bryan. through the medium of a murderous bankrupt to the core."
Lawrence Doyle, Troy, Ill.
The resentment has been made extermination.
was
evidence
Incontrovertible
• •
strong by the fact that Mr. Hearst
Dr. Nathan caused a sensation gathered by Dr. Nathan showing
apptaled to the Democrats in the last when he produced a circular recent- that the still reigning reaction has The Cairo Bulletin says the roster
convention to nominate him to the ly addressed to the soldiers in Odessa saccessfullr scared
u,B( ahrdldetaoinhrdlou
the candidates of th
place on the ticket that had been oc- authorizing them to "cn14sh the trait- for the Doutna suspected- of liberal- of its team is:
cupied by, Mr. Bryan, and made his ors who are overthrowing the gov- ism. -The prosecution in some cases
Pitchers, Oscar Way, of last year's
appeal particularly to lase element ernment of the Czar and- substituting has gone to the etitreatle tirdriviag **Wittman
cit
rd.
in the party who acknowledge Bryan a Jewish empire."
the candidates oat of the 'country. neisee; Whet and nordmill, of the
as a leader.
m coy Woodring, of
c-la
In the opinion of Mr. Bryan's
S&L of Columbus,
friends Mr. Hiearst's action has
0.; Jake Grinstead, of Danville, Ky.;
been inspired by feelings of personal
first base, W. Sellinger, of Angola,
jealousy alone.
Ind.; second base, Angelo Marie, of
Mr. Bryan, says these men, is recLittle Rock, Ark.; shortstop, Eddy
whom
man
ognized by Hearst as the
of Rushville, and Ralph BehCarter,
he will have to 'defeat if he is to be
ringer, of Frankfort, J. W. Somerlot,
nominated for Bresielent at the next
of Angola, and C. D. Conklin, of InDemocratic National Conveption.
No dianapolis, are other infielders; outChicago, March 14.-It will soon served strictly for unionists.
be possible in Chicago for union men other person may be burned there. fielders, Van Sickle, Of Aurora. Frank
FATHER GAPON IS
die and be burned under "thor- The cigarrnakers have appropriated Taylor, of Marion, Claude Baylor. of
to
ARREST..
UNDER
oughly union" conditions. The last $t5,0oo from their treasury to carry Osgood, and Ed Wagner, of IndianEnemies Declared he Arranged Mat- chapt r in the union book of life is out the schtnie The,y do not intend apolis, and catchers Orvid 'Wolfe, of
a "union cemetery." Under an im- I to keep the cemetery for the benefit Union City, and Tommy Searles, of
ter to Give Appearance of
pulse given by the joint Cigarmakers' of members of th •r own trade, but Elkhart, complete the team.
Being Persecuted.
Union of the city, the movement took will throw open tl e gates of the
4.-Father practical shape Sunday, and within burying ground to the other unions
St. Petersburg, March
George Wheeler is the latest man
the
Gapon was arrested on the eve of the a month or two a plot of ground of Chicago. It is expected that
Mr.
sign a Vincennes contract
to
organizations
will
graves
labor
750
rest
5,oco
the
of
inquiry demanded by him into the large enough for
the
Wheeler
in
last
played
outfield
of the city will join heartily in the
scandal involved in the charge that have been acquired.
season with the Shelburn team and
The burying ground will be re- plan.
his labor organization was subsidize.]
his work was watched with great ingovernment.
by the
He is a big fellow and is not
terest.
M.. Timiriareff, Minister of Comfunds and making false entries, has district of Kentucky was the presen- only a good fielder, but is good with
exonerates
interview,
an
merce, in
refunded to the bank officials $47,000 tation of an excellent likeness of the stick. Terre Haute, of the CenFather ..7apon from all blame, declarwhich is said to be practically the Judge Walter Evans, the Presiding tral league was after Wheeler, but
ing that he is an idealist and a man
amount lost through Banker I Judge, on behalf of Mr. AflieW. Ro- President Gosnell finally got him to
total
of force, and acquitting him of remethods. The settlement nald, clerks of the court. The like- sign a Vincennes contract -VincenSmith's
ceiving any money given by tl-e govso Assistant District Attorney M. H. ness was hung in the coact room on nes Commercial.
ernment to M. Mlatushenski, M.
Thatcher states, does not affect the the Chestnut street side of the FedGapon's former assistant. Neverthecharges against Mr. Smith. eral building, which is the room
criminal
less, his enemies intimate that Gapon
Frank Belt has now signed conwas passed until the Octo- which Judge Evans now occupies
case
His
arranged the arrest because he feared
United States Court when holding sessions of the District tracts with twenty-four men, of
the
of
term
ber
revelations and desired to throw dust
whom eight are pitchers. It is probMonday, as neither side was ready Court.-Louisville Post.
in the eyes of his followers by giving
able, however, that a number of intrial.
to
go
to
himself the appearance of being perfielders will be released before reIn making a settlement with the Tillman's Report
secuted by the government.
On Hepburn Bill TharadaY porting time, as Belt announces that
officals of the Western National
he has signed Harry Berte, one of
Bank, Mr. Smith pd $10.000 in cash
Washington, D.C. March 14.-SenPolicyholders' Chairmanship.
the
of the remainder, transfamous shortstops in the minor
lien
in
and
Baltimore. March lg.-Bernard N ferred deeds to mow acres of land in ator Tillman expects to present his leagues. Berte was for five (ir six
tomorrow.
bill
Baker, President of the Union Trust Monroe and Phillips counties. Ark. report of the Hepburn
years with Cedar
Rapids in the
,..Company of this city, announced It had been known for some time It will contain over 5,000 words.
Three
league
Eye
one fall reand
ar'o
trying
are
The Democrats
Monday that he has accereed the that Mr. Smith would tender the ofceived a tryout with the St. Louis
chairmanship of the Mutual Life In-, ficials of the bank the amount of range for a conference in the matpolicyholders
Speeches were made yesterday Cardinals. Hew as fast enough as
surance Comparjr.4
money lost through his alleged defal- ter.
with the provision .-hat he
on the general subject of a fielder for the big league, but not
afternoon
that the titles to his
strong enough in hitting. Belt had
will have the active co-operation of cations, and'
regulation
rate
being examined so as
been figuring on having to try oat
Stityvesant Fish of New York. He property were
prepare it to be turned over to the
a
number of men for shortstop, but
said further that he would like to to
Congressmen.
Year
.
Four
Terms for
bans.
the signing of Berte does away with
have his acceptance of the chairmanWashington, March 14. - The this, as he is a known quantity, and
ship considered as temporary. as he
Refuses
House Committee on the election of should prove a
is anxious for Mr. Fish to be the Supreme Court
star' in the Kitty
Writ of Habeas Corpus. ['resident, vice president and repre- league.-Jackson Courier.,,
permanent Chairman, he being more
sentatives in Congress has agreed to
familiar with the business of the MuBoise, Idaho, March 14.-The sumake a favorable report on a bill by
tual.
It special from Jacksonville. Ill.,
of
writ
a
refused
has
preme court
Representative Norris, of Nebraska, says the team for that city is comhabeas corpus for Mloyer and HaySETTLES WITH THE BANK. wood, Charged with the murder of providing for the ,extending of the plete. The men are:
term of members of Congress to four
former Governor Stennenberg and
Catchers. Frank Belt, Andy LotFormer President of the Western ordered them remanded to jail to years and for the election of Senators
shaw, J. P. Barney, H. McCracken
popular
vote.
by
National Pays Back $47,000 Lost
await their trial.
and G.- Crissman; pitehers, F. Fox,
Through Him. .
William Large, Nate Andrews, Neil
to
due
is
authors'
Some
originality
Federal Judge Evans
Lindley,
Morton
Connaughton,
misquoting
persistency
in
their
Louisville. Ky., March 14.-Wt. B.
Given a Surprise.
Ceorge A. Combs, Emil Blank, H. E
others.
Smith, the former President of the
Nearly all great orators and auth- McKeari. Frank
Maker and three
The feature of the first day's sesWestern National Bank, who is
under indictment in the Federal sion of the spring term of the United ors use words that are smaller than others who are expected; infield,
James Hughes, Homer Freeland,
Court for embezzling the bank's States District Court for the Western their ideas.
'TIS SAID.
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CHICAGO TO HAVE
A UNION CEMETERY

•

WHITTEMORE,

EDGAR

A

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. Ii. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,

An

PADUCAH, KY.

Kinds Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work (Um

Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not become dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 115o9 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
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Newt Atkinson. John Ilagel, Ned
Wood, Fred Traube, Harry Berle
and two others who are promised by
Springfield and Bloomington, if these
fail, to make good; outfield, EA Livingston, Frank Brady, Harry Milleand Mike Lawrence.

pitchers, Saltzmarsh, Maxwell, McDonald, Thomas, Williams and Butler; first base, Wills; second base,
O'Connell, Fleming and Mentzer;
third base, Ilankey and Parker; outfielders, McGinnis, Nichols, Fleming,
Cohart, Burroughs, Lacey, Kenalezer and Jenkins; shortstops. Spencer.
Youngblood and Bosser. As soon as
Manager Wortham, of
haw been on the hustle the past week, the weather permits. Manager Wort.
and has a complete line up as fol- ham will begin active work with his
Catchers, Quiesser, Shaw; men.-Danville Commercial News.
lows;
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WHITE DOVE
OF PEACE
SAM

HOUSE

KISS

AND

AND

S. P. POOL.

Amusements
Concerning Eva Tanguay.
Corning to the Kentucky Theatre
,next Saturday . night we have Eva
Tanguary andt her company in "The
Samho Girl." This season has been
one continual round of success.
Artistically and. financially it is the
biggest season this indomitable star
has experienced. The book has been
re-written.
New and AT-to-date
musical numbers have, 'been introduced and the 'critics of Chicago,
Pittsburg, New York, St. Louis and
Kansas City are loud in their praise
of the comedy and company this season.

STEPSON

MAKE

UP

ONCE MORE.

a

'There Will Be Dismissed the War..
rant

Charging

Husband

With

Stealing Horse From Wife.
I.

I

a
•

••fe

5.

Sam House of the Kansas, Graves
:county section, doubless thinks a
man's troubles can all come in a pile,
'Ps
heve multiplied v.(1?rft01(turing the past few days.
He is
now easy again -though, as it seems
elee white dove of peace overhangs
ins home where his.troubles started,
and doubtless ended. ' There is a
warrant gotten opt,eiseeehe court of
Justice Charles
Sere in this
city, herein his at
charges him
with .horse stealingoErne-tkings 'have
Vell been Itasca* adjusted and the
charge will be dismissed when it is
reached on the docket by ,the magistrate. It seems that Hoese married
-Widow WoOdiein, of the Kansas section' in Graves county. The widow
was the mother Of a gtown stepson
named S. A. Woodson. House has
been wanting to go to Arkansas to
reside, but the stepson wanted to remain in Graves county. /t Was
agreed, according to House's story
that the stepfather and mother
should turn over !Mich land and other
property in Graves county to the son
so he could be cared for, and the
elders then go on to Arkansas. House
says that after about everything was
turned over to the lad, Mis. House
told him she had decided not to go
to ',Arkansas, but that he could go
on if he wanted to, as she intended
.suing him for divorce and alimony.
This scared House and he went to
Mayfield and consulted a lawyer, who
told him if the wife got alimony and
House had nothing with which to
pay it, they could put him in jail to
remain until his wife was ready to let
him go. This added to the man's
fright, and going back to his home
in the county House hitched up a
horse and buggy and thought he
would clear out for good and let his
wife and stepson do what they
wanted to. House sold the horse and
buggy some miles from here, and a
day or two ago the stepson came in
and got Justice Emery to issue a
warrant charging the stepfather with
horse stealing, the lad claiming the
animal belonged to Mrs. House.
House deposited with the court $125
and said he would go and get the
animal front the poeple to whom he
sold it. Night before last he and the
boy returned, saying they had fixed
up everything satisfactorily, recovered the home, and wanted the ;125
deposit back It was given them and
the boy then asked that the warrant
be dismis.,ed by the court who will
do so when reached on docket. It
proved House and his wife had
/sought the horse between themselves
and that afterwards he gave her his
balf.
House remarked while here that he
surely had "troubles of his own."
WILL RAISE FUNDS
FOR CALEB POWERS.
Washington Conunittee

Will
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Begin

Miss Eva Tanguay Who Will Be S
flembo

L. 0. STEPHENSON.

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. no

203-205 S. THIRD ST.,
PADUCAH, KY.,

WAJ
DIJCOVERED IN
1617/ TIME AND "AS
NEVER BEEN
EQUALLED

Mayor of Tokio.
Wlhen Richard Carle presented his
new farcical opeia, "The Mayor of
Tokio" at the New York Theatre recently, a woman, of whom nearly too
per cent. of the vast audience had
never heard, walked out on the
stage. Before she had spoken half a
dozen lines, one could -hear the programmes rustling all over the house
as the spectators referred to the cast
of principals do discover who she
was.
Opposite the character of
Madame Stitcch, a wardrobe mistress,
they found the name of Miss Emma
Janvier; at the present 'me that
name is well known to every up-todate playgoer in New York, Chicago,
Bloston, Philadelphia and wherever.
newspapers are published as Miss
•Janvier has won an international
fame as America's greatest grotesque
actress.
On Broadway a bigger hit has
seldom been scored so quickly. Had
een Here Saturday Ninght, in "The it not been for the great
success that
M. Carle personally achieved. Miss
Janvier would have run away with
the performance.
PADUCAH.
•Miss janvier's last engagement, be- FROM MC 1P1 T3SURO COAL C'.
•.. orrice 124
ROADWA,Y
fore appearing with Richard Cark
- TELEPHONES NI 3
was with Edna Wallace Hopper in elpepeelliter
"A Country Mouse," where she
varied her usual line of characterizations by playing a straight comedy
part. The taknted young woman's
real name is Emma Spicer. She is
process would have been effective, a New
Yorker and daughter of the
and would have saved the lives of the late Captain
Of Paductath, Kentucky,
Spicer (John •W.) Her
Americans at least.
uncle, Commodore William F. Spicer
They are indignant that a battle was also in Uncle
Sam's service and
Capital Eind Surplus $1/515,000i
of such magnitude could be prepared was in
command of the Charleston
for days, if not weeks in advance, Navy Yard
at the time of hi& death.
without information reaching the She took her stage
name from her
War Department, and without con- cousin, Thomas Janvier, who has
sultation with the president and his written a number of clever
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRESS
stories of ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
advisers.
the South and its people_
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
The popular playright-manager Mr.
Fight Teddy.
Carle and all the other eighty-nine
Transacts aIl regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Part
4
Senator Patterson is indignant, es- original players of "The Mayor of
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is ire
pecially that President Roosevelt Tokio" company will be seen at the
should send a telegram, of congratu- Kentucky an Monday night of next proof vault for rent at 83 to $10 per year as to aim You carry your owe
latioo, which, in the public prints, week.
key and no one but yourself has access.
followed the report of children as
For Sale or Charter.
•
well as the savage men wiro 'Stood
their ground. He will use these al, Sternwheel steamboat, registered
leged facts in making a bitter at- 64 tom, entirely rebuilt from stem
tack on the adrrsinistration, and will to stern last summer, past first, inresist to the end any effort to claim spection Sept. 15th; boat is goex27%glory for American arms in Job, xe.eifeet; engine, mice% feet, 2 boilwhich he declares v.-as a disgraceful ers 38 inches diammerzaa feet, allowed 157 pounds, draws 22 inc'hes light.
rather than a laudable feat.
.His indignation is shared by Demo- Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
crats on the house side and will break Helena, Ark.
forth when the legislative ,executive
Capt. James Brown has returned
and judicial appropriation bill is submitted for debate this week.,
The from •Hardin, Ky., where he visited
Democratic floor leader, Williams, of his brother, Mir. Rees Brown, who is
Mississippi, and a number of others ill but is better.
will be heard.
Before the paleface came there
was no poison in the Indian's corn.

ATTACKS TROOPS AND
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
.Washington, D. C., March 14.—Although there has been rejoicing over
the decisive victory achieved by the
American troops in the battle with
Moros in the crater of Mt. Dajo, Island of Job, and the extermination
of a robber band of 600 or more, a
sober second thought seems to have
arisen which will find expression in
the United States Senate.
Fortunately for the Admiaistration
the indignation seems to exist bn the
Democratic side, and when Senator
Patterson, of Colorado, arises to
voice it, it will be offset to a degree
by the declaration that its purpose is
partizan.
Not Alone.
Senator Patterson does hot stand
alone, however. He is joined by
Senator Bacon, of Georgia, and Tillman, of South Carolina, and to some
extent by Senator Hale. They deplore the reported slaughter of
Weeps and the sacrifice of American
lives. They question the strategy
that moved Gens. Wood and Bliss
and Col. Duncan to "rush" the mountains, when a siege and starving-out

CHICAGO JUDGE SAYS $4,000
FOR A KISS IS EXCESSIVE

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

COVED,

.01:LEINLEECDTERPIACRATL.AENNTD

•

123 N. FOURTH ST.

Foreman Bros, Novelty Cot •

GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORN.D PICTURE FREE

Splendid Reproduction, in Sizteen
Washington, D. C. March 14.—The
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
work of raising funds to defray the
Every peeseer wino semis one dolexpenses of Caleb Powers' trial in
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the state courts began in earnest here
Chicago, Miarth ht.—Judge Wright!marriage Smith sought to embrace
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
last night. The committee appointed
has set aside the verdict of $amoa her and kiss her in his office. The Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
some time ago by the Kentucky Re!suit
was
for $10,000 damages and a
beautify;
publican club of Washington, for reoentli returned by a jury in his!verdict of $4,00o was returned. Mon- receive, absolutely free,
against
Smith,
a
Townsend
this purpose has delayed acting until court
day the court decided the evidence colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in
the Supreme Court handed down its real estate dealer, in favor of Mrs. was not sufficient to warrant so large dimensions, entitied "The Departure
decision.
Lilly Davis. In the suit th: plaintiff a verdict. lie granted a motion for of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
The committee is composed of Har- alleged that some months before her a new trial.
direct reproduction from the celery Giovannoli, John Speed Smith,
brated painting by Ferris.
Sixteen
Henry "Nylor, Milo 'Shanks and M.
WHITE SLAVE TRADE
R. Yarbeity.
1 Otis Little and Dick Terry were colors were employed in the process.
The committee will arrange to canIN NEW YORK cury killed Sunday night by the Wickliffe It is made on a tine, heavy paper, and
Cherokees, will make, when framed and hung,
'brothers,
vass for funds in a careful and busifull-blooded
ness-like way. Mr. Giovannoli says District Attorney's Office Taking!Who were lying in ambush. They a magnificent ornament for the home,
have been hunted by the marshals for it possesses an uncommon interest to
that the committee will permit no soEvidence to Break it up.
the central figure
licitation in the departments and will •
• the past year for the murder of Dep- every American,
it-is George Washingtone-standing
tF -fffy -MarziThil-Vibi.
-TIre
inioceruriThit --New- York,-111a-reir-T4.=
at the portal of his Virginia home,
smacks of coercion or political pres- trict Attorney's office did not rest
bidding adieu to he bride and bridgeeven for Sunday in its, investigation
sure.
LICENSE REVOKED.
groom. The color work is highly or'In a proper and dignifiee manner i of the "white slave" trade. Chief
we will try to reach people of means, Clerkt Henneberry and Assistant Dis- Evansville Saloon Keeper's License nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
trict Attorneys Eley and Garvin
who may be sympathetically
7,*evoked for Circulating
costumes, etc.
office
their
at
the
entire
day
spent
dined,"
he
said
•
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
imcruelties
solicitathe
hearing
recitals
of
"The principal part of the
°beetle Literature.
oldest and best semi-weekly family
tion will be by correspondence. The posed upon women alleged to have
Prog.
Washington papers have promi4ed to been under the control of negroee.
Evansville, Ind., March i4.—Fred paper in the country, and Farm
Henneberry said last night Dendinger, a saloon keeper of this ress, which is also published by The
co-operate as far as possible consisthat a score of indictments will be City must quit the saloon business at Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
tently with their rules."
Remember,
asked against men said to have the order of the mayor, who revolted monthly in America.
RETURN MATCH PROMISED. been affiliated with Robert Sprigga, the license of Dendinger for circulat- thee you get! both of these splendid
One ing obsettie literature, tDendinger journals an entire year, and the hoar
the negro man under arrest.
of the women taken in the raid last was tried in the city court on the tiful tig colored picture, all for only
4 Tommy Burns Will Clive Hart
fall in a negro dive on Mionetta charge several days ago and found one dollar.
Present subseribers may fa .e ad1
Another Chance.
Lane told Mr. Garvin yesterday that guilty.
of tais offer, by sending a
vantage
for
and
gagged
bound
been
she had
having their time marked
and
dollar
i
sso,000 SHORT.
Tommy Burns, who recently gave I three days as punishment for trying
The Republic hereby
year.
Another
a
I
up
place.
the
from
escape
Marvin Hart such a bad beating at: to.
this offer may be
that
notice
for
a
food
Infatuation for Actress is Cause of give,
Los Angeles, California, ,in a ao-i told of being deprived of
at any time and those
withdrawn
indiscretion.
sinvular
a
for
week
round go, has promised Hart a reMan's Downfall.
who wish the picture should send in
Police Commissioner Bingham has
turn match.
subscriptions at once.
the
of
,
investigation
an
up
taken
Hart clams he was the victim, of
Remit by poslbffice or express
Chicago, Pl. March 14.—Edward
a report from
a scheme and blames his trainer, traffic and had. ordered
Louisville, is money order, registered letter or
the
of
formerly
regarding
Thacker,
captains
police
all
,the
Tommy Ryan, for his defeat. Ryan
retorted to be Beoexee short in his bank draft. Do not send personal
dens.
, was his trainer and manager. The existence otr.nestro
accounts with the German-American checks. Write names and addresses
Los Angeles Herald roasts Hart feeplainly, and *darer's.
4
Provision company.
Slain.
Marshals
Deputy
making stich a .claine stating he was
14.—United 1 His downfall is said to be due to SLYBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
March
T.
Venita,
I.
pounded
"chipped fairly and Burns
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Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO

THE PUBLIC.

A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND

HAS

YOU CAN PAPER

BORDka

TO

MATCH

FOR THE WALL BUY OF ONLY 63 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
itAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARIZ SELLING AT 6 CEWTS PL.
ROLL,WS....WILL SELL 1011 AT ONLY ii/,c PER SINGLE ROLL.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS.

ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 3c, toe, 13t, soc

AND UP TO $3.eo PER SINGLE kOLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE.
DESIGNS IN

CORNICE

NEW PA

N'ELL WFFECT, INGRAINS

AND--NVERY CONSIIMLABI s. c,

OR AND LOVELY APPRINOED BORDERS

MATCH

TO

ALL

COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
JAPAN/MG

Films; viz COLORS.

THE

VERY

LATEST DE-

*IONS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WI AI410 CARRY A FULL LINE.
OF BBADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE

FRAMES, mot.

DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TASICS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. '.:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINK OF BAMPLEILAND,
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT

YOU' RIGHT

AND

C‘/VR YOU THE BEAT VALUES FOR THE MONEY.

C..01.liaMM
Corner 3rdAJCentucky Ave.
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J.L.Thompsoa
Tailor

FRIDAY SPECIALS!
GRAND CLOSING SALE OF 5-CENT COUNTER
. On Friday morning commencing promptly at
9 o'clock, we will open up a RECORD
BREAKING SALE on odds and endsin China,
Porcelain and Glassware.
Read the following Remarkable Prices:

5 1-2 and 6 1-2 in. China and Porcelain Plates 20c set
4 1-2 in. China and Porcelain Fruit Dishes, 10c pr doz.
All Odd Saucers . - -o' - 10c per dozen
Individual Butter Dishes . - 5c per dozen
Salt and Pepper Boxes, - . 2c each
Crumb Tray and Brush, 5c per set
Wire Table Mats lc eaeh
No. 1 Lamp Sul ners - 2 for 5 cents
China Tooth Pick and Match Holders, 2 for 5 cents
Celery Stands
2for 6 cents
=
Glass Mugs
- 2 for 5 cents
Odd Cream Pitchers - 3 cents each
=
7 1-2 inch Glass Fruit Bowls, - 3 cents each
The above will give you a small idea of the
bargains awaiting you. Come early and
bring your baskets and get first selections.

FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg_
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
,Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
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close out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-211 South Third
street at COST. This is a botiafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.
It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah houseEveryerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
keepers to furnish
' Cash.
the rush. Terms of sale

THE PADUCAH FURNITURE
MANUFACTURING COMFIAY
_

TWO STORES---114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST.
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MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAA eirihlr
CURED FOR Sa.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OW SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR:
'
1
WE. HAVE. ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND
EVEWlii
PAIR IS .WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOEPROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
.EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
bEPENIDAELS—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE.
BETTER COKE IN AND LOOK AT
THEM
TOIDAY.
YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
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"St. Elmo." "Confessions of a
lowest price, ,Mr. 'Washington has niversary of a 'severe engagement many weeks, so last Saturday he presentad a paper on "Catarrh of The Webster's Dictionary, full sheep, 57c
Wife," each ....
50c
written the following firms that deal fought by land and water forces be- went back to St. Louis to remain un- Liver" and it was very instructive
indexed, worth $3,os, now .. fx.65 "Gentleman from Indiana."
50c
Federals
and
Stackpole
BrothConfederates
supplies:
in,these
tween the
til he received some assurance - of while Dr. H. P. Sights read a paper Webster's
School Dictionary,
"Prisoner of Zanda," "Rupert of
ers, of New York; C. L. Barger & at Port Hudson, La.., in which the permanent employment in this re- on "Sanitation" and it was pro- ,I 9.000 wirds, worth $1, now .. ssc
Henizeau," each
soc
Son, of Boston; Ruff & Ruff, of former were the victors.
gard. Since he left Chief Woods has nounced very good, handling the , Teachers' Bibles, walrus binding,
"Geaustark,"
"Cattle
Craney
Boston, and W. and L. E. Gurley,
Commodore Dewey. on the frigate secured enough promises to guar- important isisestion thoroughly.
I worth $x.35. now
$r oo
Crow," each
45c
Mississippi, lost his boat and 3.zi antee confirmation by the legislative .After .the'Papers were disposed of Teachers' Bibles, sell-pronouncof Troy, New York.
"The One Woman," "If I Were
Just as soon as figures are re- men. Commodore Dewey did not bodies which sanction the appoint- the physicians discussed at length
ing. indexed and with all the
King," each
45c
ceived quoting the cost of the out- then, have the title of commodore ment at their meetings next week. methods of furigation, which has to I helps, concordance, etc., worth
Prices cut on all copyright books
fit the engineer wall recommend but was an officer under Commo- The chief wrote Mr. Evertz to re- be done whenever a contagious dis- l 2.50, now
$140 and hundreds of titles to select from.
which proposition he accepted.
dore Farragut, who ha l a fleet of turn and he is expected any time ease affects any home or quarter.
Remember, no more books at the above prices after our present
The different doctors advanced re'every about so fighting vessels. The Rich- now.
Mr. Wash
so ,
1 is sold out. Don't delay but come early to get
Commissioner Rose of the fire marks upon their preferences as refirm and person written to to im- mond was crippled. The fleet tried
your choice.
mediately answer as the great de- to pass the Confederate battery, bureau here, has received letters from gards vitat should be done in the
sire was to get things started off which was two miles long. Farragut Secretary Claude Snyder of the Ken- premises, and the exchange of ideas
early in the spring and finish as was the only persdn to get, by the tucky Fire Underwriters, stating that proved beneficial to the members, so
much of the new district VI possible Confederate guns. with his flagship, Mk. Evertz was satisfactory to the they believe.
fire insurance companies as inspector,
The next meeting of the society is
by the time cold weather necessitat- the Hartford.
appointment,
his
recommended
and
upon
the aftth of this month with Dr.
ed discontinuance, of operations.
The battle started at to o'clock in
dlone.
be
will
doubtless
which
Stewart
as the ,host. It was
Phil
2
p.
the morning and concluded at
originally
intended
to hold it at his
Dr. Hicks office 609 Broadway. m., that do,. The fighting was teraccount
of State Presion
office,
but
large
'Phone 432 . Residence 1627 Broad- rific. The Confederates lost a
here at that
being
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Z.
C.
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(way. Phone taflo..
number of men.
time to meet with the Paducah and
Dr. J. 'G. Brooks, Sergeant W. G.
county physicians, the session will be
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INVESTIGATE
Whitefield. Lieutenant Charles Reed,
held at the city hall general assembly
James
that
yesterday
developed
It
MERGER. of this city, and several other ConTRACTION
on account of an unusually
chamber,
"Jim"
fedeeates of this section. participated Showers was the 'name of the
being antictpated.
aesendance
large
New York Railroad Corrunission DeMajor-General Gardner was in who ,tried to take Don Gilberto's On that evening the state president,
6outh
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before
cides to Look Into Deal.
charge of the Confederate forces, and sakioli the day
thefinsat- who is from Cecilia, will deliver an
-the land forces of the Federals were Fourth street. Showers is
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be- address to the local gentlemen who
arraigned
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Buffalo, N. Y., Match i4.—The under General Banks. The Federal tress maker
elegant
an
with
him
dime
afterwards
home during the long winter
e Judge Sanders yesterday and
in land forces intended to take pit+
State Railroad Commissioners
Not a drink, but a veasonable prepbanquet.
secret session here today considered but did not on occount of the de- fi d $ao and costs, while Bartender
evenings. They are playing
aration especially adapted for coughs
chargitititt connection with the Ryan- feat of the fleet of Commodore Far- L. Robertson was dismissed.
and colds accompanied by fever as is
now at our store.
Come in
Elijah Bienfro, colored, was arBehnolfF traction merger in New ragut.
In
..connection with the best Foun•
larLa Gripp, etc.
grand
ranged on the charge of
and hear them. Then you'll
York city. ,and on adjournment anuntil
continued
tharge
added
has
Hayes
tain
service,
Zech
aturrkive
ceny,
nounced that they had decided to . POINTED
Want one. Big selection of
PARAGRAPHS. .
Very Palatable.
tomorrow. ,He is the negro roustamake an investigation. The state ata fine line of
who
Fowler
Dick
steamer
the
records.
b4ut
of
.
torney-general will be seskedoto -take
There. will be hungry palefaces s
504 and 51, Bottles.
charge of it. The investigation will rtg. as theze.it an. Indian land '*5' is Ileged to have stolen.a watch from
toil, Mar., passenger an the
swallow.
/which ticker was recovered
bat,
Nit.
inn*
Railroad Retaliation. in Ohio.
If you think `that honesty keeps
There was docketed. and then con' (Cleveland Leader.)
the majority of politicians poor, you tinued until today the warrant charg- and wifilleoletistue to keep up the repThe railroads have struck their first are entitled to
another think.
ing Exalt and company with doing a utation our fountain has for magnifiretaliatory blow at Ohio.
It has
DRUC STCRILS.
commission brokerage business with• a landed upon the clergymen. sisters
Let the poet hitch his wagon to out a license.
forget.
Ice
Cream.
Don't
tent
of charity, the Salvation army, and
ilmm•••=111•••=olli
a star; the really wise man anchors
& Jackson Sts. phone set.
Annie Barrett, colored, was disthe inmates of soldiers' and sailors' his airship
to the earth.
& Clay St... phone 31.
insultusing
of
charge
missed
of
the
homee. Noble warfare!
Little behntowards
irfg
language
•
The only venomous bird knowm is hard, -white, of 1307 South Ninth
There are three things it takes a
New Factory Now Ready
the "death bird" of New Guinea. The street. After dismissal ,of the warstrong man to hold: A young warbite of this b;rd causes intense pain rant the judge put the Barrett
Clean work
too girls wanted.
DENTIST.
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
rior, a wild horse and a handsome in
every part of the body, loss of woman under Sicio bond to keep the
Apply Mergenwages.
and
good
Office
over
Globe
Bank
Trust
and
squaw.—Stnrrn's Statehood.
sight, convulsions and finally depth. ,peace towards the Lehnhard woman.
TEL. 755.
thaler-Hoeton Basket Co.
Co.. sod Broadway.

Lendler

Lydon,

309 Broadway,
•

Paducah, Ky.

Books, Bibles and Dictionaries......

MEDICAL SOCIETY

tvi,

Harbour's Book Department.

Rock, Rye
EDISON
STANDARD and Honey
PHONOGRAPH
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BULLY FINED

Compound

Candy
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BACON'S
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Dr. Sidney Smith
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Harness
I $5.00 to $100.00
Per Set.
4

We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you.

RETAIL, DEPARTMENT

Paducah Saddlery Company
Incorporated.

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.

Paducah, Ky.

fluigieg
$30.00 ti o $150.00
Each
We have any style you
waht, or will make
it for you.
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HINTS FOR HOSTESS

COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT

HUBBY'S HARANGUE.
L. L.

Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do WonderNo, my dear, I am in no condition to
ful Things with His
go et' again to-night. You seem to
Revolver.
forget that all day long I have been
WAYS OF ENTERTAINING ON
on my feet, talking Insurance to PeoRom
While
Deputy
William
Sheriff
VARIOUS OCCASIONS.
['bison was ie the once "bad" town of ple until I'm hoarse, and all so that
Coffeyville, ham, he got some of the you can wear good clothes and live in
Dalton spirit In his veins and listened a comfortable home. I haven't taken
Party—InscripAn Up-to-Date Book
to
the stories of how tow' of the Dal' you out for seven weeks, and you're
tions for the Home—The Dutch
tons
met depth at the hands of one sick of sitting around doing the mendSupper—A Left-Haneed Party
man stationed in a ebb] sad shooting ing and wishing yell were dead?
.astleciay Party.
hokey, that's a woman! That's
through a knothole, r'elites the Denver
appreciation for a saan who slaves all
Ronaldson
Times.
Mr.
They
told
(Copyright. UM.)
stories of whet crack shots the Dal day just for a woman's sake, and
An Up-to-Date Book Party.
tons were and how they picked off when he's so worn out that he can't
informed
us
that
she
hostess
The
every
man that appeared on the streets move, and his ankles ache, and his
bad spent weeks in preparing for this
stomach ain't in good shape, and the
entertainment, and we believed her with a gun.
barber cut his chin three tines, which
was
on
When
the
Delver
deputy
the
when we gazed upon the 32 objects,
entered into a con- may bring on blood poisoning—in fact,
each bearing theivame of an author. train some steelger.
about
what
crack shooters it feels ,,very queer right now—then
versation
represented
was
The title of the book
about
the time you haricand harp on the subject of
there
were
in
Kansas
to be guessed and written on the card
and my not taking you out.
blew
into
Coffeyville
the
Daltons
opposite the number the object here.
No, Maria, I don't want anything
secured
thousand
dollars
from
several
For instance, "The Eternal City," by
put on my cuts. Leave my face alone,
a
bank.
Hall Caine, Was represented by a map
Ronaldson sel:1; "Yes, there were I hate anyone eternally picking at ma
of Rome; "Mt Virginian," by a picsome
good mar!zsmen there; but It is —I really do. And qt that snuiblas
ture of George Washington, with
The least little thing which happens
Owen Whiter written on one corner; easy to hit a men with a Winchester means you turn
on the water works
In
Colorado
WI- use a Colt almost ex
"The Speckled Bird," by Augusta
Indeed! This is the first night I've
elusively.
have
no
crack
Of
t
we
Omens Wilson, by a white bird covlieve I might pick stayed home, and for all I care yew
ered with specks; "Black( Rock" was marksmen, lei
1...,are
while the train amid go without pleasure all your
off
a
prairie
d(
easy—a black stone on the table, with
life. See here, Maria! I am out al
Connor on it. A spray of blue dowers is moving."
nikht, and why? Because I am workstranger
five-spot
in
The
flashed
a
recalled that Van Dyke had written
ing, woman. 'That's the reason! 'ralk.
face
and
it
was.
Deputy
Ronaldson'a
"The Little Blue Flower." "The
him lig insurance to men I can't find durThree Musketeers" was represented by covered. Rcnaldson snapped out
de ing the day. Yes, I go to clubs and
much
38-caliber
Colt
and
without
three toy soldiers. Kipling's "Seven
train was in hoten :•-rhave to, in my business.
Seas" was recognized by seven C's liberation, and while the
If I didn't guzzle so much 'booze
Kansas pral
written on white paper and pinned on rapid motion, sent one
wouldn't need to make so much monsleep.
the
eternal
rie
dog
to
tte wall. "The Octopus," by William
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson ey? Maria, your language is sickenNorris, was a large picture of that fish.
of
Denver, was five dollars to the good ing;.. booze is no word for a lady to uae
Other books represented were: "A
on the sheriff's force say and It cuts a man to hear_ his wife,
Paste Board Crown," by Clara Morris; and friends
take a hundred similei whom he guards every wayoget log
would
they
"Boy," Corelli; "We Two," Edna Ly,when I
Ronaldsen could do the same anY of that stuff: I said it.
bets
that
all; "The Duet," Kipling; "The Gencame in with a bun on, and told you
out of ten.
nine
times
tieman from Indiana," Booth TarkingI'd had some of the best -len:nen?.•
ton, and "Three Men in a Boat," by
TALE OF A TAttLESS CAT. woman who,artfully worms things'ouf
Jerome.
of a person .when he is so tired , and
First, second arid consolation prise
weak from overwork that he is half
were given, consisting of books. This Feline Had the Instinct of Caudal
crazy ought to be ashamed.
Preservation
Without
the
was an afternoon affair for ladies, but
I was not drunk! At the minter here
Appendage.
tt would be quite suitable for a club
I took one glass of beer, to revive my-es' church society entertainment.
"It is well known that Manx cat, self, and that is all. I smelt like I had
have no tails," says a writer in the taken a bath in It? Say, Maria. I hats
Quotations Appropriate for the Now Scientific
alight vulgarity. pThe reams I cassia geeAmerican, "only
Home.
stumps, and that the offspring of such ly was in order not to disturb pet end
In the old-time manor house it wa In other parts of the world, in the the thstaks'I get are that you It up in
the fashion to inscribe a motto °vs
drat generation at least, are in the bed and bawl me out! I did leave lay
the fireplace, especially In the grat • same abnormal condition. While liv- shoes outside in the ball, I admit, and
dining-room and library. The Merril ing in Scotland 30 years ago we had a I put my light overcoat in the icebox
Oen was usually in Latin, ,he tat
Manz kitten given to us, which, al- because I don't know where youksep
gunge of the scholar. This caa'
though born there, was tailless. The Wags anyway, and it seined a good
now being revived, and there
madoor of our breakfast room was sprIn- See- Keep right on la.gk
gy • room in which a sentie
shutting, like most of the screen doors dam!
thy expressed would not be b
La this country, but opening only toWhat! Perhaps I don't know that I
addition, and which would ac
1
ward the inside. Before the kitten was loft only one shoe and a bottle of gin
tract the attention of a guest
fuligrown he had learned to let him- In the ball and put the other shoe
something unique. Here are
few self In by pushing mom the outside, away in the umbrella stunt liters I
good sentiments; the lettering may be but never learned, although we often always hide battles? Bahl I won't
done in script or Old English:
tried to teach him, to pull it open from discus it I'll take one of those
, For the hall:
the inside.
aick.el torches I have to smoke so that
, "East or west, home is best"
"It warn not, however, the opening you can wallow in luxury end eit over
' "A man's home is his castle."
of the door from the outside to which here and read. No, I'm not going to
"Home is the resort of love, of joy, I wish to call attention—any cat could read the dope. I don't even know
Of peace."
have easily learned to do that; but the what you mean. Did I get thesedgers
"Our hose is ever at your service," fact that invariably, after he had so for • nickel? Yes, I did. My Jure()
Over the fireplace in Mark Twain's pushed it and got his body partially that ain't a regular lie. A fellow must
house in Connecticut is this beautiful in, he made a rapid turn or whirl to tell a fib sometimes. •She'd fly clear
prevent the tall that was not there up and hit the sky If I told the WW1
!ascription:
"The ornament of a house is the (but heredity impressed on him the about 'em.) Why do you turn up Mar
fact that it ought to have been) from nose, Maria? Tan know it don't mike
guests who frequent it"
The three following inscriptions are being caught between the closing door a freckled pug nose any handmaid'.
specially appropriate for the family Ind its frame.
Your father laughed sad latiebed
"This he did dozens of times every when you told him about my self-deliving-room:
"Oh, ye fire and heat, bless ye the day so long as we had him, and was
and mg nickel cigars? He said
always willing to show off before our they were 25 cents each sad! must
Lnrd."
"God has given us this sae," or neighbors, as he never seemed to, rec- have• pull if I gat 'em cheaper? Your
ognize the fact that he had not a tall father is a confounded sledding old
"Seek thine own ease."
"No place is more delightful than like his neighbors."
idiot! Said the gang in that nee club
ene's own fireside."
I'm in would trim me good, did be?
, For the library:
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
And I ought to have some one task
"Old wood to burn,
me to play peel and poker?
Term Applied to the Patient, Organic
Old friends to trust,
Legume bell you, Maria, I ain't been
r
Growth of Rothschild's
Old authors to read."
stack for a gess since roe been in it,,
Fortuna.
' 'There is an art of reading."
and, counting outdriului -gad smokes
"The
monuments
of
vanished
a fellow's got to buy if Mee a winner,
"In the first place." it should be re- I quit all to the good every night this
minds."
membered that the Rothschild fortune week, and—well. I'm going out!
"Inenite riches in • little room."
La not Industrial," hays Vance ThompFor the nursery:
Is that so? You were only kidding?
son, who writes of "The Rothschild, of Your father 'hasn't been here at all?
"God rest ye, little children."
' 'A child in the house is a well- reface," in gierybody's. "It has ab- By love Give me the Mato:int, clingsorbed many industries and many rail- ing wits of my mother's time. A man
spring of pleasure."
ways—like the Ilene du Nord—but al- Meld live in peace. Oh, yes. Ot course,
For the music room:
I
ways by pollUsal and financial coups. you think you've got it on me now.
"The bidden soul of harmony."
And it is the least frenzied of finance. Maria, just because I said what I did
,"Music, the speech of the angels."
Dy reason of Its sloW, cold, patient ac- Just for fun. But a woman ean never
cumulation one might call it (since
see a joke, of course.
A very popular form of entertainphrases are the mode) coral-reef
My mother never made nasty cracke
Sent is the Dutch supper. If It is
solidly
bias
it
been built up in
finance, so
possible, do not use a table cloth, but the dusk and silence of the underworld and snooped around in an underhand
manner, trying to catch a man in a
have doilies or orange crepe paper,
of politics.
What? You and she had a good
lie.
that is the Dutch color. Use all the
"And the fortune of the French heuse
laugn? She's the one who put you
Delft china that is procurable; and to-day exceeds ten ruil.larde.
That
Imitation ware Is very effective and means W000.000,000, ltbaginelon bcg- next about the cigars and said I'm
very cheap. Tulips are the Dutch glee at so huge a sum—it
my father over again, all right? Hum.
seems
lower, and tulip shaped bon-bon boxes merely an endless caravan of ciphers. Talk about a phonograph! A woman's
and candle shades may be made from this 10,000.000,000 of French mcney. got 'em beat. Jabber, Jabber forever
nothing! Rata! I sit here with
orange tissue paper. Little wooden
They own or control all the precious about
shoes may be purchased and used to metals, the prime materials, mines, a high fever from the cold I got
bold the salted nuts. Serve the fol credit, the Bank of France. all the standing in drafts, tending to bueness
lowing menu, which is written in means of transeore, both railways and and aching all over, and when I get
Dutch, much to the mystification of waterways—so tar as the canal system on my feet every step is agony, and
the guests. (The translation is given goes—next to the city, which owes all yen don't care! You don't even—Holy
this. Wednesday? Great
for the benefit of the hostess):
_public buildings, they are the greatest Moses! Is
-have me off toy nut
You'll
Seattt
Kali Soep Met Gehak Hellen.
owners of lands rod houses in Pnris—
Here the big Tamsoon!
completely
*Veal Soup with Garnish of Meat Balls.) round the Arc de Triomphe,the Chem pccoming off and I've got
Gebraden Tong.
Elysees, the Bole de Boulogne. the Parc many parade's
carry a flag on a
(Roasted Tongue.)
Monceau. and, notably, the Dare du to walk in it and
go clear down to
to
got
I've
cane!
Brussels Sprinten.
Nord. entire ',streets belong to the
meet the
((greseels Sprouts.
Ftothschilds; their chateaux dot the Battery Dan's district to
hall
Tammany
to
march
and
boys
• TVoemkool met Room Sause.
provinces; in land alone they possess
Where'll they think I am, and me one
400,000 acres."
(Creamed Cauliflower.)
of .he marshals?
' Haring Sla met Croodjes.
The rarty could go to ruin for al)
Making India Paper.
(Herring Salad with Rolls.)
The process by which India paper is you'd cis, I WOOS. Where's my hat
Illesneden Ennuis AppeIen met Wyne
made is a secret known to but three and coat? Who took eity gloves? And
Sense.
living persons. When one dies another theme that 50 cones I gave pad for the
!Iced Oranges with Wine flauce4)
is let into the mystery. In this way refit; I might need it Spry enough on
Gesorteerde Noten.
feet to *sit six miles, am I? I
It has been preserved ever since it was
(Assorted Nuts.)
to bandy words with you,
refuse
by
an
invented
officer
In
the
English
Kaffee.
The party needs Se, and rm
Maria!
Other
thin
ars
made,
army.
puce's
VAI t
((offee.)
but India paper is greedier in that on the job, set? I eel got thee to
print on One sNe does not stow argue it out now!—II. Y. Tees:min.
For a left-handed party, write the through on the other.
lavitate ns with he left hand, and ask
Ruined by the HumAsts.
each guest to practice using the left
Science to the Fore.
"See here," demanded the publisher
band, for very few are clever enough
We And Intellect working not No of Anybody's Magazine, "don't you
ase be ambidexterous.
When the ask in literature as in the domain of know that winter is over? Hers's your
sweets arrive the left hand must be science, which has brought forth dur- April number With six poems about ice
lased in greeting, also In serving and ing the last few years many strange and same."
eating the refreshments.
Have a and wonderfel discoveries. If we have
"Can't help it," sighed the weary edtype-written or a printed quotation not had the poems of a Keats or a itor. "The newspaper humorists have
which each eine must copy, using only #11Miley, we have had wireless tele. got things at such a point the nobody
lbe left hand. Award prizes for the graph, radlux X-rays and a number of will submit a poem on spriag."—Chleage
beat and pooreet specimen. This is'kindred
discoveries.--TLond011 Acad.
emy.
Nally • very amusing affair.
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I J. K. HENDRICK. 3,0. MILLEN
WM. MARBLE.

BEBOUT

,
'Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.

General Insurance Agency

LAWYERS,
We Write Anything in Insurance

Office' 306Broadway

-Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696

MAHIL, [FINGER & CO.
Undertakers and
Embalmers,

130 SOUTH THIRD ST.

PADUCAH, KV

Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Built&
ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts el the
state. Both phones 3t.
•

DR. R. E. WARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444

Abram L. Weil & Co 0. D. Schmidt

Architect and Superintendent. .

FIRE,INSURANCE

mit Fraternity Building.

Old Phone QS Red; New Phew* xi.

Accident,'Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Paducah,

Campbell E3lock.
Office Phone 369.

Residence Phone 726

Ecou,s0„,
...PLUMB
.
Steam and Hot Water !hating.
Phone 133.

Kentucky.

DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
Ise NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office hours II to to a. na.. 1 to ji
p. to. and e tog p. m.
--,---

Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A OZNICRAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TR4Yor
BLEB AND WILL RESTORE Tifil
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRVO
STORES.

54d Brootta)

44,e.44a60000......440440.00.i•••4**4.44•444+1,404144•+•••44

R. T. LIONTFOpT.
—LAWYER—

Fir st:-Cias

WM pm** St all caer‘ el
twig'.
.._

Watch Work
Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
,
Prices Blanton'.

tar

DR. W, C. ZUSANISS.
(lionssopadistj
Office. go6 Broadway—Pboas :an
Raekkeece, Iig Ihrosdwey.
Phone leg.
—
7. C. Flournoy

Cecil/Rod

FLOURNOYA KEED
LA WYERSI

...,The Largest Fortuneless

Rosins re,:: and is, Columbia aft
PADUCAH. KT.

Dr. B. T, Hall

Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the foundation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...

Office with Drs. Rim & Fivers, us
Wort hFifth, Both Mos gig.
Rasidatics toes Clay. Old Phone :age

EXCURSION
St. Loafs sod Tennessee Rives
et comyany—ebe cheapest and best
escureiOn out of Paducah.

You can start for $1. We pay four $8.00 tor the Ronal
•• ••:per cent. compound interest:::
Trip to leatessee- river
MECHANICS
and •
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK

1
NuttoWashipaiirlos
-227-

Broadway,

The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they prodame. Unless, of course, you own a

HotWater orSteam S ystem
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
Estimates free.
roots.

Ed D.Hann
BothPtirrrfits

201.

is Smith F ottrth

and return.
It is a trip of plaseure,, eecofert
tibia,

eM rest; good service, g
good rooms, etc. Boats

e each

Wednesday and Saturday
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Richard Carle

Excellent
M Mayor ofTokio
Performance sePrcwwd by a swab"i""

.414.,ntsa*crs

-Recover Pianos

Prices: Entire Orchestra
floor $1.60; Balcony_, 56,
75 and $1.00; Gallery,
25 and 35.
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It pays to, buy the best
watch you can &Ord.*
Anyone can afford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let as show you.I
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Jeweler,1327 Broadway

FOR SALE CHEAP.
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12-FOOT

ADMAN CO

SHOW CASES

WITH COUNTERS.

PROMPT DELIVERY._

for particulars ask or
write
R. W. WALKER

Foot_ of

1

hm 13c Bushel.
Nut... 12c Bushel
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